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Sasha receiving our certificate from 
the outgoing British Orienteering Chairman, 
Neil Cameron.

WE’RE BRITISH ORIENTEERING 
CLUB OF THE YEAR 2010

And we have achieved 
ClubCAP accreditation.
Well done us!!! 
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Congratulations to 
Neil McLean who 
was nominated by 
the club for the 
Aberdeenshire 
Sports Council’s 
Service to Sport 
Award & received a 
Highly Commended 
certificate.  
Thanks for all your 
hard work and 
enthusiasm over the 
years, Neil, in Junior 
Development and 
many, many other 
facets of 
orienteering. 

Anne Hickling's hard work in development of both the club and the sport's profile locally over 
the past few years was also recognised with a British Orienteering Service Award which Pete 
presented to her recently during one of her Orienteering Improvers Course evenings.
Congratulations and thank you too, Anne. (Maybe that posh bloke in the jacket will stand you 
a drink at the club dinner?)
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT – MAY 2010

*Summer, Buddy Holly, the working folly
Good golly Miss Molly and boats

Hammersmith Palais, the Bolshoi Ballet
Jump back in the alley and nanny goats

There might not have been much orienteering on so far this year but there are 
definitely reasons to be cheerful for Grampian Orienteers at present:

RTBC Pt 1: Individual Awards and Achievements 

*18-wheeler Scammels, Domenecker camels
All other mammals plus equal votes

Seeing Piccadilly, Fanny Smith and Willy
Being rather silly, and porridge oats

Congratulations to Neil MacLean who was Highly Commended in the 2009 
Aberdeenshire Sports Council Service to Sport Award, a small recognition of the 
many, many years of work Neil has put into the sport in many different ways.  Anne 
Hickling’s continuing commitment to the club has been rightly recognised with a 
British Orienteering Services to Orienteering Award – well deserved Anne!  On a 
competitive level, Sasha Chepelin is now both the M14 British Middle Distance 
Orienteering Champion & M14A British Orienteering Champion. His big brother, 
Oleg, (sadly no longer actually a club member but I think we can still feel pride at his 
achievements) has been selected for the GB Elite Squad this year following his 
excellent form this spring.

RTBC Pt 2:  Club Awards and Achievements

*A bit of grin and bear it, a bit of come and share it
You're welcome, we can spare it - yellow socks
Too short to be haughty, too nutty to be naughty

Going on 40 - no electric shocks

Grampian Orienteers – British Orienteering Club of the Year!  A surprising but really 
pleasing award has come our way in recognition of our success in attracting new 
members and putting on loads of events in recent years, thanks to many members 
across the club all doing their bit to make orienteering a fun and full-time activity in 
the northeast.  Anne Hickling, along with fellow committee members must also take 
credit for successfully gaining accreditation from Aberdeen City Council for their 
ClubCAP scheme, which shows we are a well-organised and responsible club.  The 
ClubCAP mark should open some doors in future in respect of funding and support 
from public bodies as well as helping us to organise the club more effectively.

RTBC Pt 3:  Lots of Springtime orienteering to come!  

*The juice of the carrot, the smile of the parrot
A little drop of claret - anything that rocks
Elvis and Scotty, days when I ain't spotty,

Sitting on the potty - curing smallpox
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At last things are really beginning to motor on the competitive front – the Summer 
Series starts any week now, national league and championship events come thick 
and fast before our Scottish Orienteering League event on 6 June.  Can’t wait and 
hope to see you all with a map in hand soon!

*  For those not ‘of a certain age’, the lyrics are from Ian Dury and the Blockheads’ 
‘Reasons to be Cheerful Part 3’ – probably breaking copyright, oops sorry, please 
don’t sue us…

Pete

Some of the responses to the “Well done us!/How shall we celebrate?” email  
circulated earlier breaking the news about Club of the Year 2010:

“Well done to all” - Sheena Farquharson

“This is fantastic news. Some kind of get together would seem like a good idea.  
Either a meal at a hotel/pub or hire a hall and everyone bring a dish. It would be nice  
to get together as a club socially instead of at an event just to chat and talk about  
the year ahead.”   - Doug Guy (The Social Sec post is still open BTW… Ed.)

“That is fantastic! I think you are all amazing laying on so many events and  
activities. Many thanks from a rare attender.” – Seonag Robertson

Schools orienteering
Schools orienteering is taking some big steps forward in Aberdeen this year.  Carolyn and 
Oonagh are both running clubs in their respective schools (Cults Primary and Scotstown 
Primary), and the Active Schools team have agreed to promote the development of 
orienteering more widely across the city.  We will be supporting them to run 3 after-school 
events for schools in city parks.

These are open to all ages and 
1000 postcards promoting the 
events are being printed and 
distributed to schools.  We hope 
that lots of the children that 
these reach (and their parents) 
will come along.  The cards are 
also promoting our summer 
series, so it will all help to 
spread the word around the city.

We will need a number of people to help out and act as marshals, so anyone who is 
available to come and help on the dates shown above will be very welcome.  The 
events will run from 4.30 – 6.30.  If you can help let me know (hickling4 @aol.com).

Anne
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Deadline for articles, photos and news for next TG is 30th June please.
Emails to newsletter @grampoc.com or post to 40 Ann St, Stonehaven, AB39 2DB
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CLUB CONTACTS                                                                              * = committee member
Chairman Pete Lawrence* chairman @grampoc.com         
Secretary Ian Hamilton * secretary @grampoc.com
Treasurer Kevin Reynard* treasurer @grampoc.com
Mapping Tim Griffin mapping @grampoc.com
Emit kit & club archive Rob Hickling historian @grampoc.com
Fixtures fixtures @grampoc.com

Anne Hickling*  (Fixtures Coordinator and Officials)
Allan Rae (Fixtures Permissions)
Adrian Will  (Fixtures Registration BOF)

Membership Jayne McGregor* membership @grampoc.com
Newsletter Rachel Scott newsletter @grampoc.com
Website Rachel Scott webmaster @grampoc.com
Coaching Ali Robertson*
Child Protection Sean O’Sullivan*
Publicity Gary Morrison*
Social Vacant

And don’t forget the members @grampoc.com email address if you want to share something 
with the rest of us – secondhand smelly O shoes for sale, petitions, request for lifts….

A reminder……

CHANCE TO WIN £££s AND GET SOME FREE PUBLICITY FOR GRAMP TOO

As part of their 25th Anniversary Celebrations, Aberdeen Sports Council is organising a 
photographic competition on the theme “Sporting Aberdeen”. 

Open to all amateur photographers: Juniors (under 16) & Adults.
1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes will be awarded in each category (£100, £75, £50)

£5 entry fee for up to 4 A4 photographs in black & white or colour.
Closing date is 1st July 2010 and photos taken since 1st Jan 2008 are eligible.

Entry forms, terms & conditions are available from www.aberdeensportscouncil.com under 
the ‘Latest News’ button. For further information contact:  info @aberdeensportscouncil.com 
or 01224 814763.

NB If you want to enter a picture featuring any Juniors you must ask permission from them 
and their parents before using it (in accordance with GRAMP/BOF/SOA Child Protection 
Policies.)
FUNDING FOR ORIENTEERS 
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There are a surprising number of different sources of funding to support sport in NE 
Scotland. Here are brief details of those that GRAMP has been informed about:
 
Hellen Reith's Trust 
Members of Grampian Orienteers are eligible to apply for financial assistance from Hellen 
Reith's Trust. Grants are "to enable individuals who have been identified as having talent in a 
sport or sports to achieve their maximum potential". Grants could be used for things such as 
travel, subsistence, coaching, equipment, or any other costs that the trustees approve. Most 
awards will not exceed £500, although larger awards may be made to suitable applicants. 
One of the trustees is an orienteer, so applications from orienteers will be understood. 
I have more details and an application form. 

Aberdeenshire Sports Council (GRAMP is a member)
Grants are available as follows:  "Individual grants to assist talented individuals in the pursuit 
of performance and excellence", up to £300. 
Several Aberdeenshire orienteers were assisted to participate in the World Schools 
Orienteering Championships 2009.  
Also scholarships to support coaches/officials/administrators 
www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/recreation/sports_council/membership/grants.asp 

Aberdeen Sports Council (GRAMP is a member) 
"Grants are available to member clubs to assist sportsmen and sportswomen and grants are 
also available for Level 1 Coaching (downloadable from www.aberdeensportscouncil.com)"

Chris Anderson Trust 
www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/ACCI/web/site/Sports/spr_ChrisAndersonTrust.asp 
I don't have any more details about this. 

I have details if you are interested in applying for any of these: secretary @grampoc.com 
Ian Hamilton

A warm welcome to new members: Stuart Godfrey       Bill, Paul and Nicolas Caffyn
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Event organisers still needed
We still need organisers for our events on October 3rd (Forvie) and 28th November 
(Tyrebagger.)

Also needed – at least one organiser for our day at the 2011 Scottish 6 Days in the  
Oban area.  We have been allocated Day2 so will get our day over early in the  
week.  Ideally we’d like to pair up an experienced organiser with an ‘apprentice’.

If you’d like to be hired for any of these jobs (sorry, we can’t match an Alan Sugar  
salary…!) please get in touch with Anne (hickling4 @aol.com).

file:///C:/Telegramp/2010 5-6/www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/ACCI/web/site/Sports/spr_ChrisAndersonTrust.asp
file:///C:/Telegramp/2010 5-6/www.aberdeensportscouncil.com
file:///C:/Telegramp/2010 5-6/www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/recreation/sports_council/membership/grants.asp
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“You Want Me to Do What?”
The first SOL of the year, as experienced by a ‘supportive’ spouse

If you happened to be in our house at the end of February you would have heard my 
enthusiastic, nay, obsessed hubby declare that we were going to enter the first WRE SOL of 
the season in the Trossachs.  Let’s just say that my response not only involved the above 
question but also included a rather lurid biological description of where Gary could put his 
Trossachs.

Now, so that those of you who haven’t met me can get a mental picture, let’s just say that I 
am not a natural athlete - ‘Rubenesque’ might be an accurate description of my physique. 
The hardest course I’ve attempted is a light green and my average speed across a 
orienteering course could reasonably be compared to that of a geriatric tortoise. 
Nevertheless, as a supportive and long suffering wife I agreed to “come along for the ride, 
and if it’s not pouring with rain I might do the orange course  - but only if you buy me lunch!” 

The universe obviously conspired against me on the fateful day because the 28 th of March 
dawned bright and breezy, and the views across Loch Katrine were annoyingly perfect.  I 
sullenly decided that I would keep up my end of the bargain so I signed up for the orange 
course and prepared myself for the inevitable pain that would ensue.  

Jon Musgrave remarked after the event that “the Trossachs is always a physically 
challenging area for competitors and Brian's courses added to this by offering constant route 
choice decisions and relentless technical challenge.” Yeah, no kidding Jon.  

I pondered life in general for several minutes near control 2 when my left leg became firmly 
stuck up to the knee in a bog.  To pass the time I recalled and repeated every expletive I 
could think of in as many languages as I could muster, whilst all the while being keenly aware 
of the need to snag the next passing competitor and plead for rescue.  I had my trusty whistle 
with me, but how effective this would be against an attack from the kind of rabid wildlife that 
my imagination was creating was anyone’s guess.  In the end I freed myself by employing a 
kind of ‘rocking back and forth’ method that one usually uses to free a car from a snow drift.  

Controls 3 to 6 passed in a blur of soggy delirium, whilst control 7 involved wresting through 
the kind of bramble thicket that one usually associates with Prince Charming’s assault on 
Sleeping Beauty’s castle.  “It can’t get any worse that this,” I thought at Control 8, before 
accidentally swallowing a bug.  The second half of the course proved as delightful as the 
first, especially when my addled brain stopped working entirely at the penultimate control and 
I wandered around aimlessly for 10 minutes until it occurred to me that I should at least 
inspect the control description for clues.  Of course, even the most inept of orienteerers 
would have noticed immediately from the description that the control I was searching for was 
on top of the rather obvious hillock to the left of me……..oops.  

So, to summarise:  I eventually crossed the finishing line with a time of 77:52, 30 th in a field of 
36. My SOL experience was horrible, wet, painful, frustrating but ultimately successful.  I 
survived the machinations of the evil Dr Controller and lived to tell the tale, and if you had 
asked me immediately after the event whether I would do another SOL I would probably 
have instructed you to “go away” (not the actual words I would have used). But you know and 
I know that I’ll do another one.  The problem with this orienteering malarkey is that love and 
hate are such similar emotions. 

By the way, the lunch was splendid.

Victoria Morrison
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Assistance Required:  SOL 4   6th June 2010
 
Location: Scolty, nr Banchory, Deeside   Grid Ref:NO691951

Plans are well advanced for GRAMP’s SOL at Scolty on 6th June
• The map has been updated to reflect the recent felling
• Entries have opened via www.oentries.com Closing Date : 23rd  May 2010  

or you can enter by post  - standard entry form or a note with name(s), BOF number(s) 
& course(s) to Rachel Scott, 40 Ann Street, Stonehaven, AB39 2DB with cheque to 
Grampian Orienteers

• Assembly area and parking have been decided
• Dedicated web page up and running http://www.grampoc.com/sol4/index.htm
• Tim Nash and Dave Kirk are planning like mad with Eddie Harwood of MOR 

controlling

All I need now is some willing helpers to man the event.  I’d like to start by appointing some 
team leaders so please let me know if you can help with any of these

• Parking - we will need approx 5 marshals to direct and park people on forest roads. 
Only one shift will be required but they’ll have to start early!!

• Registration – including one shift of approx 3 to handle Brikke issue and 2 shifts of 2 to 
handle queries (such as changing courses) and taking Entry on the Day 

• IT - 2 shifts of 2 to help IT manager, Rob, enter any on-the-day entries and man 
download

• String Course – 2 shifts to man the String Course 11am-2pm.  The area has been 
chosen ~100m from registration and there is a great opportunity at this stage to help 
draw the map and design the course

There will be more jobs which I will have to allocate nearer the time so don’t worry if none of 
these appeal.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Jayne
01224 638906 (evenings)  01224 833130 (day)   Jayne.MacGregor @grampoc.com

Entry fees
Senior Non-BOF member £12
Senior BOF member £10
Juniors/ Students £5

NB: The Junior fee applies to all entries for courses 8-12

Courses

No Course TD Mens Classes Womens Classes

1 Black 5 M21L

2 Brown 5 M18 M20 M35L M40L

3 Short Brown 5 M45L M50L M21S W21L

4 Blue 5 M16 M55L M60L M35S M40S W18 W20 W35L W40L
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5 Short Blue 5 M65L M45S M50S W45L W50L W21S

6 Green 5 M70L M55S M60S W16  W55L W60L W35S 
W40S

7 Short Green 5 M75 M80 M65S M70S W65 W70 W75 W80 W45S 
W50S W55S W60S

8 Light Green 4 M14 W14

9 Long Orange 3

10 Orange 3 M12 W12

11 Yellow 2 M10 W10

12 White 1 M10B W10B

Entry on the Day
There will be EOD for selected courses - Brown, Blue, Green, Long Orange, Orange, Yellow 
& White (TBC.)

What’s a SOL?
If you’re a newcomer to the sport you may need a bit more explanation about the SOL or 
Scottish Orienteering League. It’s a series of seven big events spread throughout the year 
giving all Scottish club members a chance to compete and compare themselves against their 
peer group (by entering the proscribed course shown above) on some of the best terrain and 
courses in the country. 
But you don’t have to enter that course if you don’t want to – there’s a certain W45 in the club 
who entered Blacks last year for a good long day out in preparation for a mountain marathon. 
(Who she? Ed.)

 

Email contacts 
We’ve been spring-cleaning the club email contact list, i.e. those addresses reached by using 
members @grampoc.com, to match what Jayne has registered in the membership database 
as your contact addresses and preferences.  If you’ve received club emails recently and 
don’t want them, or conversely, received nothing but think you should have, then we’ve got it 
wrong - apologies and just let us know if you want to be removed/added to the list (or if you 
change your email address) via membership @grampoc.com.
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Aberdeen Sports Council  1985 – 2010 Aberdeen Sporting Hall of Fame

Nominations are now being accepted for the third intake of Sportsmen and Sportswomen who 
have served the City of Aberdeen through Sport…. but were not born here…  it’s YOUR vote!

Please send your nominations, along with your reasons for submitting them, to: info 
@aberdeensportscouncil.com

Full info on www.aberdeensportscouncil.com or phone 07866 910 865. 
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A Night on the Bare Mountain

The  British  Night  Champs  was  staged  on  the  foothills  of  the  Pentlands  just  south  of 
Edinburgh on the first Saturday in March.  As the Controller I was hoping for a nice, quiet 
event with no problems or complications.  The plan was just to help ESOC deliver a quality 
event that produced worthy British champions in night orienteering.  Which I think we did … 
but we did have a bit of a complication - and I don’t just mean all the snow.

In  late  November  the  organising  club,  ESOC,  was  approached  by  the  company  that  
produces  The Adventure Show,  which is screened on BBC Scotland once a month on a 
Sunday evening.  They were interested in filming the British Night Champs event for their 
April programme.  We were keen to for them to do it, provided it didn’t compromise the event.

The Adventure Show is presented by Dougie Vipond (the former  Deacon Blue drummer), 
Deziree Wilson and Cameron McNeish.  The show's main focus is on "adventure" sports,  
usually concentrating on one or two main events each month.  Sports featured often include 
water-sports, like kayaking, sailing, windsurfing and kite-surfing, various forms of mountain 
biking  or  bike  racing,  and cross-country  endurance races,  especially  ultra-marathon  and 
multi-discipline events.

Night Orienteering meets the programme’s “spec” as an unusual and somewhat extreme 
version of orienteering, but isn’t the easiest of sports to film.  The producers consulted with  
the  organisers  on  how  best  to  film  the  event  to  maximise  the  viewer’s  interest  and 
understanding of what’s going on.  Cameras were set up at the Start and the Finish, and also 
mid-course at a few selected crossing points or places where competitors would naturally  
funnel through.  We thought hard about this, but concluded that it wouldn’t impact on fairness  
in any substantial way;  competitors were warned about this in the final details, and told that  
they could ignore the camera crews if they wished.

The Adventure Show arranged for one of its presenters, Deziree Wilson, to take part and run 
one of the night courses, filmed by a fit cameraman who ran alongside her.  The programme 
also showed Deziree (who’s not a regular orienteer) receiving some daytime coaching on 
orienteering techniques on Arthur’s Seat a week or two before the race.  This was all quite  
successful and certainly helped to explain what orienteering is all about, and added interest 
to the programme.

The show was broadcast on 4th April.  I managed to avoid appearing in the final cut, but 
several  starring  Gramps were  on  view -  including  a  short  interview with  Oleg (who  ran 
remarkably well despite his tiny low-power head-torch), and a clip of Richard O disentangling 
his lycras which were caught on a barbed wire fence!  (We had no editorial control - honest,  
guv.)

Many of you will have seen the programme and had a chance to judge for yourself how well 
it portrayed the experience of night orienteering.  I think the results were mixed;  it came over 
to  me  as  tending  to  highlight  the  quirky  and  slightly  eccentric  side  (rather  than  the 
competitive and “cool”  side) of  the sport.   But  it  certainly raised the awareness of many 
people, and several people I know mentioned to me that they’d seen the programme and 
were impressed that anyone would consider going orienteering at night!  As P.T. Barnum is 
believed to have first said, any publicity is good publicity.

Rob Hickling
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FA’S FA AND FA DIS FIT IN GRAMP

Ever wondered about what goes on behind the scenes in the club? Here’s the answers. 
Rather than a dry list of roles and names, I’ve invited our key players to summarise their 
responsibilities and tell us a bit about themselves. 

Maybe you’re a whizz on computers, happen to know a landowner for a forest you think 
would be good to map, would be interested in getting involved in coaching…. 
Don’t be shy! If you read about something here and think “I could help do that!” then feel free 
to get in touch with the relevant folk and offer.

Ed.

Allan Rae Permissions Officer 
Basically securing all the necessary permissions from the 
various landowners and tenant farmers, organisations to 
allow O events to be undertaken. I’ve just taken it on and it 
appears you need to be organised to do it (so why am I?) 
Also scouting for new areas and liaison with landowners on 
bringing these forward.

Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you  
hooked on orienteering?

I got involved after the 2006 Activitymix (might have been 
2005 - anyway it was the one at Balmedie where the control 
went walkabout and all the oil companies cheated by using 
mobile phones to direct each other - not that I’m bitter!!) 
event - I got hooked, tried Neil McLean’s training events, 
then a C4, then another - so it was my old colleague Colin 
Mitchells fault....

Best result? Or the one you're most proud of? 
Winning League 2 Activitymix in 2009 with my (former) employer Scottish Enterprise. Best 
result - stonking run at Bogendreip on a Green a couple of years (and stones) ago - it all 
went to plan - hit every control spot on...... it’s never happened since!

Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience?
Going off the map at Corsedarder 2 years ago - doing my first Blue - went downhill when 
should have been going up and then made the map fit the terrain (we’ve all been there!!) until 
I was hopelessly lost................aaaaaaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrggggggggggggghhhh. Close 
second is major misnav at Forvie in 2009.

Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O / Score / Night / Sprint / MTBO / Urban / Relays /  
maps / running / Catching Features / Nopesport / CompassSport / anything else O related  
you can lay your hands on?
Classic – running through trees with good ground underfoot – great feeling.

If you were marooned on a desert island, what song/piece of music would you take? 
Living on an Island - Status Quo!!! or all AC/DC’s back catalogue.
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Evgueni Chepelin  Relay Teams Captain
I’m the one who pays the relay entry fee and then 
chases mature team members begging for £3 (or 
£3.50.) A tough job, but someone has to do that. 

Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you  
hooked on orienteering? 

Boris Ogorodnikov, one of the founding fathers of O in 
Russia, happened to be my work colleague in my 
previous life. He is also one of the leading nuclear 
chemists in Russia. Shortly after he introduced me to 
orienteering, he was called to deal with Chernobil 
disaster. If only the reactor didn't blow up ... 
But, then, perestroika would never have happened, 
and I would still be living in Moscow. Can I say that 
thanks to Boris and Chernobil I am doing O in 
Scotland? 

Best result? Or the one you're most proud of? 
Still ahead. 

Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience? 
Getting a lift in a car back to finish after half the 12km course on my first run in Sweden. A 
guy at the finish commented that they, in Sweden, normally use their own two legs to get 
around the course. I didn't care at that moment, I just wanted some water. 

Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O/Score/Night/Sprint/MTBO/Urban/ Relays/  
maps/running/Catching Features/Nopesport/CompassSport/anything else O related you can  
lay your hands on? 
Any dog-friendly O plus urban sprint, which means that I am not a big fan of pedalling uphill 
and chasing super fit vets. That explains why I am  Relays Captain - I can choose for myself 
the less competitive team (if there is a choice.) 

When you were little, did you want to be a bus driver when you grew up? 
I am a bus driver. 

Are you going to the Scottish Champs?
Do you want a run in a GRAMP relay team?

Drop Evgueni an email chepelin@talk21.com by Monday May 17th 

as the closing date for Relay Team entries is May 23rd and he needs 
some time to juggle you all into suitable teams. 
Let him know your age, BOF number and preferred sort of run 
e.g. “Orange and fiercely competitive” or “Green and looking for a bit 
of fun.” (Sounds more like a Martian dating agency actually?)

Small print:    You will be charged 1/2 of the entry fees per person unless you are a Junior.
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Nothing New Under The Sun 

This article ought to have written soon after Christmas, but like so many things was forgotten 
about by the time the ‘dust’ had settled after the holiday period. Ali’s ‘innovative’ Crathes loop 
event was thoroughly enjoyable and it took me back almost 30 years to when I invented the 
format. Of course, some Scandinavian may have stolen my idea - then again, perhaps 
someone there was operating to the same set of ‘needs’ that I had. 

I was in Buchaneers back then and I was trying to devise a format which could be manned by 
just 1 official. A massed start seemed to be the answer, but if following was to be avoided 
then perhaps what we needed was a massed start individual relay. We also needed to cater 
for different age groups and levels of fitness and competence. The format I came up with had 
a Long course with 3 legs, a Medium one which used 2 of the easier legs from the Long and 
a Short easy course for kids with 2 legs only. All legs had cross-overs. After each leg 
competitors came through the Start/Finish and collected a new map. The format worked, but 
it did involve a fair bit of work beforehand. I suspect that even with Emit, Condes and OCAD 
maps it still involved lots of work.

I distinctly remember the first event at Mountblairy in 1979 or 1980 and another at Battlehill in 
December 1982. I couldn’t find results for these, but I did find ones for the only Grampian use 
of the format on 2/1/1985, our HHH for that year. The accompanying results sheet sort of 
explains the system and the sequence that each runner took in completing the same total: 
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I remember all but a couple of the runners that day, as will a few of our present members. 

The ‘visitors’ were Maroc families, the Grahams and the Halls. Tim Musgrave, first on the 
Long , is Jon’s twin brother. Bob Masson taught at Torry Academy and regularly brought 
busloads of youngsters to events. Peter 2nd on the B is my son. Roger and Trish Coombs had 
just arrived in the area. Roger retired that day and then helped me to process results on the 
day. The results were hand written and photocopied. I could use my secretary for some 
results, especially ones local to Banff/Turriff, justifying it as support of local community 
activities. 

Times certainly have changed, but the truth remains,’ there is nothing new under the sun’.

Neil McLean
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Taken from the BOF fixtures calendar and local clubs’ websites as of 30th April. 
Bear in mind that things may change by the time the events happen so don’t take 
this list as gospel truth and check on the relevant club’s website (or ask a fellow 
Gramp to do so if you don’t have access.)  

MAY
8th Sat   MOR Quarrelwood Short O & Junior Event  GR NJ 185635
TD 3 course with approx 25 mins winning time. Junior Course approx 2 Km at TD 2 
Organiser: Ian Howells  01309 671178       www.moravianorienteering.org

9th Sun   GRAMP Balmedie  GR NJ 976182   
7/8 colour coded courses. Reg from 10:30. 
Organiser: Sam Gomersall 01224 314002  NJ977182         www.grampoc.com

19th Wed  GRAMP SUMMER SERIES STARTS  Countesswells  GR NJ 869044 
Every Wed from now until September. 

22nd Sat  GRAMP/FCS  Kirkhill  NJ 853117
Short Easy, Long Easy and Hard Long.
Start times are 11am to 1pm.   No electronic timing being used, just pin punches. 

23rd Sun  MAROC  Bogendreip  NO670910
Organiser: Neil Campbell    Guessing it it’ll be the usual 10:30 reg and 7 courses.

JUNE
5th Sat  MAROC  Dess  Junior Interarea Relay   or Scolty Hillrace 2pm
6th Sun  GRAMP  SOL4 Scolty  NO 691951 
Online pre-entry preferred at Oentries.com or send an email to Rachel Scott
SOLs  have  a  wider  range  of  courses  to  choose  from and  if  you  want  to  be 
competitive in the League then choose the right course for your age class.
Organiser: Jayne MacGregor  01224 638906

Don’t forget – every Wednesday - GRAMP SUMMER SERIES

13th Sun  MOR  Culbin West  NH997614
Organiser: Mike Rogers  01309 641413   10:30 reg and 8 courses.

19th Sat  GRAMP/FCS  Bennachie  NJ 698216
Short Easy, Long Easy and Hard Long.
Start times are 11am to 1pm.   No electronic timing being used, just pin punches.

19th Sat   MOR Roseisle West Short O & Junior Event  GR NJ110660
Short O course of 3.5 Km at TD 3-4 (25 mins winning time) plus Yellow course 
approx 2.5 Km. Both courses visit a “newly-updated part of Roseisle that hasn't  
been used in living memory for orienteering!”  
Organiser: Jon Hollingdale 01309 674004     www.moravianorienteering.org

27th Sun  MAROC  Sluie  NO608974
Organiser: Alistair Marshall    Guessing it it’ll be the usual 10:30 reg and 7 courses.

GRAMP JUNIOR NEWS   issue 8
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In this issue … Recent Results, Junior inter-areas, Gramp 
Juniors Need You!

RECENT RESULTS: 
Sasha Chepelin has done it again (twice!) He won M14 at 
the British Middle Distance Orienteering Championships and 
then again with M14A at the British Championships. HUGE 
CONGRATULATIONS  

JUNIOR INTER AREAS COMPETITIONS
This event will take place on 5-6th June 2010 and all Gramp Juniors that are confident 
running yellow courses alone are invited to compete.  The event consists of an individual 
event and a relay:

- The relays will be held on the Saturday at Deeside Activity Park, Dess, Aboyne.
- The individual will be at Glen Dye as part of the Gramp SOL.  

If you would like to take part in the above event and you haven’t already let me know, 
please do so ASAP.

PHOTO PERMISSION FORMS
Enclosed with the last issue of Telegramp were some forms for you to fill in to grant Rachel 
permission to use any photos of you in Telegramp or on the website. This is part of the 
club’s commitment to child protection and making sure we consult you on things to do with 
you or the GRAMP Juniors as a whole. She hasn’t received many completed forms yet and 
although this isn’t a problem at the moment as there’s been very few events to take photos 
at due to the snow, the sun is starting to shine again now and she will be out and about with 
her camera soon! It would be great to put some photos on this page next time so please find 
the forms and send them back soon.

STREETVIEW-O
Urban orienteering from your chair in Milan, Bergen and, um, Ibstock!! Check the link on the 
WEB STUFF bit bottom right on the GJO page on the GRAMP website. 

GRAMP JUNIORS NEED YOU!
Any budding journalists/writers out there? I think this newsletter would be more interesting 
if it came from you so I am looking for one of our Juniors to take on this job – it doesn’t 
take long, just an hour or two once every two months. Please volunteer so I don’t have to do 
any arm twisting!

QUESTIONS? COMMENTS? ARTICLES? JOKES? KIT ORDERS? 
ANYTHING ELSE?
Me - Kate Robertson Email me – kepenny @googlemail.com
Call me - 01569 760469 Text me – 07795 273739
Or - find me in a forest somewhere!!
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